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2020 is nearly over and it has been one wild and crazy ride! I don't know about you, but
there were days my sanity was held together by a thread. Embroidery thread, that is.
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Creating and stitching these cloth characters kept me going on many a stressful day.
Somehow, my little shop emerged in October and I was so scared to sell the designs I've
been creating since 2015. Who could possibly like my quirky little figures? But YOU like
them! You told me so with your feedback and your purchases. My gratitude (I get a little
teary-eyed here) is HUGE. Thank you.
I will continue to create "Quirky Characters for the Inspired Sewist" in 2021 with more
characters, more bodies, more faces, and more fun. I'm also making updates to the website
to make it more user-friendly and streamline the process for your visit. Virtual workshops
and classes may also be on the menu - if YOU want them.
Let's round out 2020 with a FREE design for Mr. Santa Clause, shall we? This one is a
limited time freebie for CREW Newsletter subscribers (that's you!) It's tiny, but Santa can
make it bigger with his magic so your hoop size won't matter. The FREEBIE includes a
4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 version of the coat & hat ensemble.

Get Your FREEBIE

Four new faces were added to the shop in December. Allow me to introduce - Hero, Rebel,
Ruler, and Caregiver.
The samples below were made from fleece which I'd never tried until some of you
suggested it. (TIP - use a size 14 embroidery needle on fleece. I broke a few size 11 needles
until I figured that out.)
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Making video tutorials is one of the harder things I've had to learn this year. But a video
can explain things better than photo instructions. So I take the time to produce these
videos. Hop over and subscribe to the Ballyhoo Creations YouTube if you haven't already.

Have you ever wondered how to pose your cloth characters? This new video shows
you how. It's easier than you might think!
Happy Holidays to You and Yours! Stay safe out there. And don't forget to download your
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FREEBIE coat & hat before December 25th.
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Get Your FREEBIE

Use the buttons below to share this newsletter with a friend and they can get the FREEBIE too. But
please don't share your downloaded files with others. Send them to the website so they can join the
CREW too!
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